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I study repeated zero-sum games with incomplete information. In

contrast to the canonical setting of Aumann and Maschler (1995), I

assume that the uninformed player is a sequence of short–lived players.

When monitoring of past actions is perfect, Aumann and Machler’s

(1995) “Cav u”-result extends. When monitoring is imperfect, the payoff

of the informed player can be strictly higher when facing a sequence
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of short–lived players than in the canonical setting, depending on

parameters. I provide a partial characterization of equilibrium payoffs

when monitoring is imperfect.
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1 Introduction

The literature on repeated games with incomplete information focuses almost

exclusively on the case where both the informed and uninformed player are arbi-

trarily patient. The case where the informed player is arbitrarily impatient but the

uninformed player is short-lived has received little attention.1

This paper studies this case. It considers a repeated zero-sum game with lack of

information on one side played by a patient long-lived player against a sequence of

short-lived players. The long-lived player knows the stage game. The short-lived

players do not. The focus is on the case where the informed player is arbitrarily

patient and the uninformed players live for a single stage only.2 I refer to this game

as the game with short–run players. I compare equilibrium payoffs of this game to

the game in which the uninformed player is long–lived as well, which I refer to as

1See Section 2.
2I discuss the case where the informed player is short–lived in Section 5.4.
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the canonical game.

Examples of such situations are common in economics and finance. A middleman

with superior information about some asset trades with short–lived investors; see

Glosten and Milgrom (1985). A firm that knows its own competence at producing

quality sells to myopic consumers; see Mailath and Samuelson (2001).

This paper contains two sets of results. First, under perfect monitoring, Theorem

1 establishes that the payoff to the informed player is the same whether he faces an

equally patient long-lived opponent or a sequence of short-lived players. That is,

Aumann and Maschler’s “Cav u” result applies here as well. The intuition behind

this result is standard: by using his information, the informed player reveals it over

time.3 Hence, either he does not use his information past a certain point, or the

game becomes one of complete information eventually. Thus, the long-lived player

optimally uses his information to “concavify” the payoff that he would obtain in

the “non-revealing” game.

Second, this paper shows that this payoff equivalence (between the canonical

game and the game considered here) does not uphold when monitoring is imperfect.

The informed player receives a higher payoff in equilibrium when facing short-lived

opponents than in the canonical game, and this inequality is strict in many games.

The crucial difference comes from the uninformed player’s experimentation motive:

the signals the uninformed player obtains about the informed player’s behavior may

3I use “he” for the informed and “she” for the uninformed player.
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depend on her own action. Hence, an action that gives a lower payoff stage game

payoff may provide information about the long-lived player’s actions. There is an

informational externality between different stages of the game. While a long-lived

player takes this externality into account, a short-lived player does not. Against an

opponent who plays a myopic best-response the informed player may be able to use

his information without having to reveal it. Under perfect monitoring this effect is

absent because the uniformed player’s action cannot affect the signal about the

informed player’s action.4

As an illustration, consider a signalling structure with the following properties.

The signal received by the uninformed player is uninformative for all actions except

for one; call that action “explore.” When choosing “explore,” the uninformed

player observes the action of the informed player. However, “explore” is a strictly

dominated action in all possible stage games. It is then never optimal for a short-

lived player to choose “explore,” and the informed player can use his information

without revealing it. If the uninformed player is long-lived and patient she may

observe the informed player’s behavior by occasionally and randomly choosing

“explore.” In that case, the informed player cannot use his information without

revealing it. As a consequence, he may obtain an equilibrium payoff strictly lower

than when facing short-lived opponents.

4This intuition suggests that the equivalence extends to the case in which the uninformed
player’s actions do not affect the signal. This is indeed the case. Theorem 3 makes this statement
precise.
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Theorem 2 provides a partial characterization of equilibrium payoffs for the

informed player. It is based on the notion of a non-revealing payoff, an extension of

Aumann and Maschler’s value of the non-revealing game. A non-revealing payoff at

a prior probability p is the payoff to a strategy profile of the stage game such that

(i) the uninformed player plays a best-response, and (ii) the informed player plays

a best response among all strategies that yield the same distribution over signals

given the strategy by the uninformed player. The difference to the non-revealing

game is in the last qualifier: the informed player plays a best-response among all

strategies that yield the same distribution over signals against all actions available

to the uninformed player.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section discusses its

contribution to the literature. Section 3 introduces the model and the notation.

Section 4 states the main results, first for perfect monitoring and then imperfect

monitoring. Section 5 provides a discussion of the results. All proofs are contained

in the appendix.

2 Related Literature

This paper builds on the work of Aumann and Maschler (1966*, 1967*, 1968*,

1995). They consider repeated zero-sum games with one-sided lack of information

in which both players are equally patient. In addition to characterizing the uniform
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value of such games, they show convergence of the value of the discounted and the

finitely repeated games.5 Their results are the benchmark to which the results of

this paper are to be compared.

Lehrer and Yariv (1999) consider the case of two unequally patient players. They

characterize equilibrium payoffs as both players discount rates vanish. In contrast,

this paper holds the discount rate of the uniformed player fixed at 0. While the

payoff bounds in Lehrer and Yariv (1999) apply to the model with short-lived

players, those bounds are trivial in this special case. In addition, the focus of this

paper is the undiscounted game rather than the limit of the discounted games.

There is a considerable literature on repeated games of incomplete informa-

tion and non–zero sum payoffs.6 Hart (1985) charaterizes equilibrium payoffs in

two-player general sum games with lack of information on one side and perfect

monitoring. Cripps and Thomas (2003) consider discounted repeated games with

known own payoffs. They allow for players to have different discount factors.

However, both players in their paper are long–lived.

Fudenberg, Kreps, and Maskin (1990) study nonzero-sum repeated games of

complete information and short-lived players. The repetition of zero-sum games

with complete information yields the repetition of the statically optimal strategies,

irrespective of the patience of the players. However, their results show that it need

5Gensbittel (2015) extends the Aumann-Maschler results to games with infinite action spaces.
This paper restricts itself to games with finite action spaces.

6See Forges (1992) for a more detailed discussion of the literature.
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not be the case that a patient player is better off playing against a sequence of

short-run players instead of a single long-run player. More precisely: fix a finite

two-player stage game of complete information. Assume perfect monitoring. Let w

be a Nash equilibrium payoff to Player 1 in the (finitely repeated or discounted)

game in which a sequence short-run players takes the role of Player 2. Then w is a

Nash equilibrium payoff to Player 1 in the (finitely repeated or discounted) game

in which Player 2 is a single long-lived player. In particular, this holds for the

lowest Nash equilibrium payoff in the game with short-run players. Theorem 1 has

a similar flavor: there is no difference in equilibrium payoffs in repeated zero-sum

games of incomplete information when monitoring is perfect.

The literature often referred to as “reputation”7 analyzes repeated interaction

between a single long-run player and a sequence of short-run players. There are

two major differences between this literature and the class of games I consider.

First, they usually assume that the long-lived player might be a commitment type,

i.e., he has a strategy that is strictly dominant in the repeated game. Here instead,

the informed player chooses his strategy freely, i.e., he is not restricted by his type.

Second, it is usually assumed that the short-lived players know their own payoffs.

Since payoffs are perfectly correlated in the zero-sum case, this second assumption

would reduce the games I consider to ones of complete information.

7Seminal works are Kreps, Milgrom, et al. (1982); Kreps and Wilson (1982), Milgrom and
Roberts (1982), Fudenberg and Levine (1989), and Fudenberg and Levine (1992); see Mailath
and Samuelson (2015) for a detailed discussion of the literature.
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3 Model and Notation

The game is played over infinitely many stages n = 0, 1, . . . There is an infinitely

lived player, Player 1 or P1, and a sequence of short–run players, one in each stage.8

The short-run player in stage n, SRn, is only active in stage n.

Following the literature, I denote generic action profiles by (i, j) with i (j) the

action of Player 1 (SRn), and let k be the state of nature. Denote by I, J and

K the finite sets {1, . . . , I}, {1, . . . , J} and {1, . . . , K} as well as their cardinality.

Let (Gk, k ∈ K) be the collection of payoff matrices Gk ∈ RI×J . Player 1’s payoff

in the stage game under action profile (i, j) and the state of nature k is Gk
ij, and

the payoff to SRn is −Gk
ij. The commonly know prior over the state of nature is

p ∈ ∆(K).

Denote by Y a finite set of public signals. The elements in Y are symbols

with no intrinsic meaning. A signal structure is a map Q : I × J → Y , with

the interpretation that Q(i, j) is the signal that obtains when the actions i and

j are played. Note that signalling is deterministic. The signal structure can

be conveniently represented by a matrix where the (i, j)-th entry qij = Q(i, j)

describes the signal that obtains under the action pair (i, j). In the following, I

abuse notation and denote both the signal structure and the signalling matrix (qij)

by Q.

8I use short-run and short-lived interchangeably. Sometimes I use the abbreviation SR.
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Short–run players do not observe realized stage game payoffs of those short–run

players that have played before them. For simplicity, but without loss of generality,

I also assume that the long–run player does not observe his stage game payoffs.9

Informally, the game is played as follows. Before stage n = 0, nature draws a

matrix Gk according to the probability distribution p ∈ ∆(K). Player 1 is told

the draw. The short–run players are not informed about the draw. Player 1 then

chooses a row i ∈ I and SRn chooses a column j ∈ J . At the end of the stage, the

signal qij is publicly announced. In every stage n, Player 1 and the short-run player

SRn observe the signal from the previous stages m = 0, . . . , n − 1. In addition,

Player 1 recalls his own actions and SRn observes the actions by all previous

short-run players.10

Let hn = (i0, j0, qi0,j0 . . . , in−1, jn−1, qin−1,jn−1) be the complete history at the

beginning of stage n, with the convention that h0 = ∅. Define Hn to be the set

of complete histories at stage n. Similarly, the private history of P1 at stage

n is h1
n = (i0, qi0,j0 . . . , in−1, qin−1,jn−1), and the private history of SRn is h2

n =

(j0, qi0,j0 . . . , jn−1, qin−1,jn−1). Denote by H1
n and H2

n the set of private histories of

length n of Player 1 and SRn, respectively.

9This is irrelevant, since he knows k. Note that the assumption that payoffs are not observed
is less controversial here than in the canonical set–up, where it is usually made. Indeed, in most
applications, short–run players do not see their predecessors’ realized payoffs.

10While the assumption that the long-run player recalls his action is natural, assuming that
the short-run players observe previous short-run players’ action may be less plausible, depending
on the application. I will discuss this assumption in Section 5.5.
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A behavioral strategy σ for Player 1 is a sequence of maps (σn)n∈N, where

σn : {1, . . . , K} ×H1
n → ∆(I).

A behavioral strategy τn for player SRn is a map

τn : H2
n → ∆(J).

Call the collection of behavioral strategies τ = (τn)n∈N.

Given a state k and a complete history hN , the payoff to Player 1 is

γN(k, hN) =
1

N + 1

N∑
n=0

Gk
injn ,

where Gk
ij is the (i, j)-th entry of the matrix Gk. The payoff to SRn given state k

and complete history hn is

γSRn(k, hn) = −Gk
injn .

Denote the repeated game thus defined by ΓSR(p).

The triple (σ, τ, p) induces a unique probability distribution P(σ,τ) over the set of

plays {1, . . . , K}× (I × J)N.11 Denote by E(σ,τ) the expectation according to P(σ,τ).

11For notational convenience, I suppress the dependence on the prior p.
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Definition 1 (Uniform equilibrium) The profile (σ, τ) is a uniform equilibrium

with payoff v (for P1) if

1. for all n,

E(σ,τ)[γSRn ] ≥ E(σ,τ ′)[γSRnt]

for all τ ′ = ((τm6=n)s∈N, τ
′
n) holds;

2. for all ε > 0, there exists N ∈ N such that

E(σ,τ)[γn] ≥ E(σ′,τ)[γn]− ε ∀n ≥ N,

for all σ′;

3. limN→∞ E(σ,τ)[γN ] = v.

The notion of uniform equilibrium adapts the uniform value to the case with

short-lived players.12 Condition 1 states that the short-run players play a best-

response. Condition 2 embodies the uniformity property: Player 1’s strategy is

ε-optimal in every finite but long enough game. Condition 3 requires that the

average payoff for P1 converge to v.

This definition focuses on the payoff of the long-run player. This paper does not

attempt to characterize the equilibrium sequences of short-run players’ payoffs.

12See also Hart (1985).
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Let ΓLR(p) be the game in which the sequence of uninformed players is replaced

by a single long–run Player 2. Formally: A behavioral strategy ξ for Player 2 is a

collection of maps (ξn)n∈N where

ξn : H2
n → ∆(J).

Given a state k and a complete history hN , the payoff to Player 2 is

−γN(k, hN) =
1

N + 1

N∑
n=0

−Gk
injn .

Definition 2 (Uniform value (Aumann and Maschler, 1995, p.75)) The game

ΓLR(p) admits v∞ as uniform value if there exists strategies (σ, ξ) such that for

every ε > 0, there exists N ∈ N such that

E(σ,ξ′)[γn] + ε ≥ v∞ ≥ E(σ′,ξ)[γn]− ε,

for all n ≥ N and σ′, ξ′.

Let

G(p) :∆(I)K ×∆(J) → R

(x, y) 7→
∑
k

pkxkGky.
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be the payoff function of the one-shot, incomplete information game. For every

X ⊂ ∆(I)K , Y ⊂ ∆(J) the triple

〈X,Y,G(p)〉

defines a zero-sum game. Denote its value by valX,YG(p), whenever it exists.13

For a function f : ∆(K) → R let Cav f denote the smallest concave function

that majorizes f .

4 Results

In this section, I present the main results. Throughout, I compare them to the

known results of the canonical game.

4.1 Perfect monitoring

In this section, the focus is on perfect monitoring. Monitoring is perfect if the

signal q reveals the action by both players.

Assumption 1 For all (i, j), (i′, j′) ∈ I × J , qij = qi′,j′ implies (i, j) = (i′, j′).

Under perfect monitoring, the distinction between h1
n, h

2
n and hn is solely one of

notation. For the remainder of this subsection, I ignore the notational distinction

13The value need not exist for all X, Y .
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and write hn.

Under perfect monitoring, the informed player does not use his information if

his play does not depend on the state k, i.e., σn(k, hn) = σn(k
′, hn) for every k′.

Call such a strategy non-revealing. Restricting himself to such strategies, the game

is one of perfect information with payoff matrix G(p) =
∑

k p
kGk. It is clear that

Player 1 can guarantee himself a payoff equal to the value of this game.

More precisely, let

NR(p) := {x|pkpk′ > 0 =⇒ xk = xk′}.

A strategy x ∈ X is non-revealing if and only if x ∈ NR(p). Aumann and Maschler

(1995) define the non-revealing game to be 〈NR(p),∆(J), G(p)〉. Denote its value,

val NR(p),∆(J)G(p), by u(p).

Aumann and Maschler (1995) show that the value of the canonical game is

Cav u(p).

Theorem (Aumann and Maschler, 1995) Assume monitoring is perfect. The

uniform value v∞ of ΓLR(p) is Cav u(p).

The same result obtains if the informed player faces a sequence of short-lived

players instead.

Theorem 1 Assume monitoring is perfect. The unique uniform equilibrium payoff
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(to Player 1) of ΓSR(p) is Cav u(p).

Theorem 1 says that the informed player gets the same payoff whether he faces

a single long-run player or a sequence of short-run players. It is clear that any

uniform equilibrium payoff in ΓSR(p) must be at least v∞. Equality is less obvious.

The intuition behind Theorem 1 is as follows. By using his information, P1

reveals it. Under perfect monitoring, the uninformed player’s action does not

influence the signal about P1’s action. Hence, the information P1 reveals does

not depend on the action of the uninformed player, and consequently, also not

on whether the uninformed player is long- or short-lived. In particular, playing a

myopic best-response does not influence the information revealed.

However, when P1 uses his information, he reveals some of it. P1 must stop

using his information eventually, or he reveals it perfectly. Eventually, either he

stops using it, or he fully reveals it. Thus, eventually, the game is akin to a game

of complete information whose payoff is just the value of the associated stage game.

The proof in the Appendix makes this intuition precise.

The next section presents the results for imperfect monitoring.

4.2 Imperfect monitoring

In this section, Assumption 1 is dropped. Instead, no assumption on the signalling

matrix Q is made.
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G1 =

(
1 0 2
0 0 2

)
G2 =

(
0 0 2
0 1 2

)
Q =

(
a a b
a a c

)

Figure 1: A game in which the uninformed player has a strictly dominated action,
and signals are uninformative if she chooses any of her other actions.

The analysis in this section proceeds as in the preceeding one. First, I discuss

non–revealing strategies for imperfect monitoring structures. Second, I present the

results for ΓLR(p). Third, I argue that the notion of a non-revealing strategy is not

appropriate when the informed player faces a sequence of short-lived opponents. I

propose the notion of a non–revealing payoff to address this issue. Lastly, I present

the main result of this section, Theorem 2.

Informally, a strategy x of Player 1 in the game
〈
∆(I)K ,∆(J), G(p)

〉
is non-

revealing if the signals observed by Player 2 do not let her draw inferences about

the state k regardless of the action she plays. Formally, x is non–revealing if it is

an element of

NR(p) := {x|pkpk′ > 0 =⇒ xkQ·j = xk′Q·j for all j ∈ J}.

Here, zQ·j denotes the probability distribution over elements in the j-th column of

Q for the probability distribution z ∈ ∆(I).

To illustrate the definition, consider the game in Figure 1.
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A strategy x = (x1, x2) is non–revealing at non-degenerate priors if and only if

x1 and x2 put the same weight on the first row. Observe that for this signalling

matrix, the set NR(p) is the same as under perfect monitoring. However, this is

not true in general.

With this definition, one can extend the value of the non–revealing game

from the previous section. Let the value of the non-revealing game be u(p) =

val NR(p),∆(J)G(p). The main result for games with two long-lived players is the

following.

Theorem (Aumann and Maschler, 1995) The uniform value v∞ of ΓLR(p) is

Cav u(p).

The intuition behind this result is similar to the one under perfect monitoring:

by using his information, the informed player gives the uninformed player the

opportunity to learn it.

However, the theorem does not extend to the case in which the informed player

faces short–lived opponents. As an illustration, consider the previous game, as

shown in Figure 1. The value of the non–revealing game is u(p) = p1(1 − p1) =

Cav u(p). This is not an uniform equilibrium payoff in ΓSR(p). Note that playing

the third column is a strictly dominated strategy for the second player. Hence, a

short-run player never plays the third column on the equilibrium path. The only

signal on path is then a. Signals are completely uninformative. Consequently, the
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informed player can use his information without revealing it against short-lived

opponents. The payoff to P1 in any uniform equilibrium of ΓSR(p) is min{p1, 1−p1}.

It is strictly higher than the uniform value of ΓLR(p) for non–degenerate priors.

The example illustrates that the notion of non–revealing play in ΓLR(p) is too

strong for the game with short-lived uninformed players. Intuitively, play is non–

revealing in the presence of short–lived players when the informed player reveals

no information given that the short-lived opponent plays a myopic best–response.

The following definition captures this notion.

Definition 3 A non–revealing payoff at the prior p is a number v∗ such that

1. v∗ =
∑

k p
kx∗kGky∗;

2. v∗ ≤
∑

k p
kx∗kGky for all y ∈ ∆(J);

3. v∗ ≥
∑

k p
kxkGky∗ for all x such that

xkQ·j = xk′Q·j for all j ∈ supp(y∗) whenever pkpk
′
> 0.

Say v∗ is suppported on J ′ ⊂ J if supp(y∗) = J ′.14 Let v∗k = x∗kGky∗.

The definition has the following interpretation. Condition 1 says that v∗ is the

expected payoff given the strategy profile (x∗, y∗) in the stage game. Condition 2

14supp(y) denotes the support of the mixed strategy y ∈ ∆(J).
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requires that y∗ be a best-response against x∗. Condition 3 requires that x∗ be a

best-response against y∗ among all strategies that yield the same distribution over

public signals when the uninformed player uses y∗. This encompasses the idea that

a strategy by the informed player must not reveal any information about the state

against best-replies by the uninformed player.

Define the set of non–revealing strategies against J ′ ⊂ J as

NR(p, J ′) := {x|pkpk′ > 0 =⇒ xkQ·j = xk′Q·j for all j ∈ J ′}.

This definition is the same as the one by Aumann and Maschler (1995) if the

uninformed player is restricted to the subset J ′ of her actions. Clearly,

NR(p, J) = NR(p)

so that the two definitions of non–revealing coincide when there is no restriction

on the uninformed player’s strategies. Moreover, when monitoring is perfect,

NR(p, J ′) = NR(p) for all J ′. The non–revealing payoff in games with perfect

monitoring equals the value of the non–revealing game.

The following lemma relates the previous two definitions.
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G1 =

(
1 1/2
−1 1/2

)
G2 =

(
−1 1/2
1 1/2

)
Q =

(
a b
a c

)

Figure 2: A game in which a non–revealing payoff does not exist for 1/4 < p1 < 3/4.

Lemma 1 Let v∗ be a non–revealing payoff at p supported on J ′. Then

v∗ = val NR(p,J ′),J ′G(p).

Observe that the reverse is not true: val NR(p,J ′),J ′G(p) need not be a non–revealing

payoff for all subsets J ′. The reason is that the best-response by the uninformed

player need not lie in J ′. Indeed, a non–revealing payoff need not exist for some

priors p. Consider the game in Figure 2. In this game, a non–revealing payoff

does not exist for 1/4 < p1 < 3/4. Intuitively, when the uninformed player chooses

the left column, the informed player best-responds by using his information. He

does so without revealing it. However, it is then no longer a best-response for the

uninformed player to choose the left column. If the informed player’s strategy is

restricted to be independent of the state of the world, i.e., non–revealing in the

sense of Aumann and Maschler (1995), the optimal strategies are such that the

uninformed player chooses the left colum with probability 1.

I now state the main result of the section.

Theorem 2 Assume
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1. v∗ is a non–revealing payoff at p supported on J ′ ⊂ J ,

2. v∗ = Cav val NR(p,J ′),∆(J ′)G(p),

3.
∑

k q
kv∗k ≥ Cav u(q) for all q ∈ ∆(K),

then v∗ is a uniform equilibrium payoff in ΓSR(p).

Corollary 1 If in addition to Assumptions 1–3 of Theorem 2, v∗ > Cav u(p) holds,

then there is a uniform equilibrium of ΓSR(p) in which the informed player receives

a strictly higher payoff than in ΓLR(p).

The conditions of Theorem 2 have the following interpretation. Condition 1

says that a non–revealing payoff exists. Condition 2 says that, in addition to not

revealing any information when playing a strategy profile that yields a payoff of v∗,

the informed player does not want to use his information in a way that is detectable

by the uninformed player. Here, the informed player could use his information to

concavify his payoffs in the restricted game in which the uninformed player chooses

actions only in J ′, the support of v∗. Note that the informed player can guarantee

himself a payoff of Cav val NR(p,J ′),∆(J ′)G(p) when the uninformed players restrict

themselves to actions in J ′.

Condition 3 states that v∗ is an individually rational payoff of the informed

player. It needs to be satisfied by any uniform equilibrium payoff.
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G1 =

1 0 2
0 0 2
1
3

1
3

−2

 G2 =

0 0 2
0 1 2
1
3

1
3

−2

 Q =

a a b
a a c
a a d


Figure 3: A game with multiple non–revealing payoffs for priors p1 ≈ 1/2.

The main bite in the assumptions of Theorem 2 lies in the existence of the

non–revealing payoff and it being equal to the concavification of the value of the

restricted game.

While Theorem 2 is an existence theorem, its interest comes from the corollary:

it gives an easy way to check for uniform equilibrium payoffs in ΓSR(p) that are

higher than the value of ΓLR(p). In such games, the informed player can be strictly

better off facing a sequence of short–lived players instead of an equally patient long–

lived player. The game depicted in Figure 1 is such a game: the unique uniform

equilibrium payoff of ΓSR(p) is strictly higher than the value of the canonical game.

Even if the assumptions of the Corollary are satisfied, one cannot conclude that

the informed player is strictly better off playing against short-lived opponents. This

is because ΓSR(p) can have multiple uniform equilibria with different payoffs. The

game in Figure 3 is an example of such a game.

The value of the non–revealing game in Figure 3 is concave in p1 with u(1/2) =

2/7. Thus, the value of ΓLR(1/2) is 2/7. However, there are two non–revealing

payoffs: v∗ = 2/7 with full support and v∗ = 1/2 with support on the left and

middle column. Both non–revealing payoffs satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 2
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and hence are uniform equilibrium payoffs of ΓSR(1/2).

Theorem 2 gives sufficient condition for the existence of a uniform equilibrium

in ΓSR(p). However, the characterization is incomplete. Theorem 2 is mute on

necessary conditions for uniform equilibrium payoffs. A complete characterization of

uniform equilibrium payoffs would involve both necessary and sufficient conditions.

I hope to obtain such a complete characterization in future work.

A special, yet important class of monitoring structures, are those in which the

public signal is independent of the uninformed player’s action. In such games, the

informed player receives the same payoff in the game with short–run players as in

the canonical game.

Assumption 2 The monitoring structure satisfies, for all i, i′ ∈ I, j, j′ ∈ J,

qij = qi′j =⇒ qij′ = qi′j′ .

Theorem 3 Under Assumption 2, the payoff to Player 1 is Cav u(p) in any uniform

equilibrium of ΓSR(p).

The condition on the monitoring structure means that when the uninformed

player cannot distinguish between two actions for some of her actions, she cannot

do so for any of her other actions as well. The information she learns from a signal

is independent of her own action. The uninformed players do not have an incentive
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to forego payoffs in the stage game in order to better monitor the actions of the

informed player: the experimentation motive is absent.

With such a monitoring structure, the informed player’s payoff in the game

with short–run players is equal to the value of the canonical game. The intuition

behind Theorem 3 is the same as for Theorem 1. The only difference is that P1

can use some of his information without revealing it, no matter the behavior of the

uninformed players.

Theorem 3 emphasizes the role of experimentation and informational externalities

between short–run players in different stages on the distinction of the canonical game

and the game with short–run players. The payoff equivalence between the canonical

game and the game with short–run players obtains when the experimentation

motive is absent.

5 Discussion

This section discusses the results in the preceding section.

5.1 Convergence of finite and discounted games

For a strategy profile (σ, τ) let uλ(σ, τ) = E(σ,τ)
[∑∞

n=0 λ(1− λ)nGk
injn

]
. Together

with the repeated game form in Section 3, uλ defines a repeated game, the discounted

game with short–lived players. Call this game ΓSR
λ (p). Similarly, let ΓSR

n (p) be
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the n–times repeated game with a long–lived informed player and short–lived

uninformed players.

Let vλ(p) (vλ(p)) be the supremum (infimum) of the Nash equilibrium payoffs to

Player 1 in ΓSR
λ (p).

Theorem 4 Under Assumption 1, vλ(p) and vλ(p) converge as λ → 0. Their

common limit is Cav u(p).

Moreover, the convergence holds for the finitely repeated game as well: Let vn(p)

(vn(p)) be the supremum (infimum) of the Nash equilibrium payoffs to Player 1 in

ΓSR
n (p).

Theorem 5 Under Asumption 1, vn(p) (vn(p)) converges to Cav u(p) as n → ∞.

These results resemble the familiar convergence results in games with two long–

lived players. The extension of the preceeding theorems to imperfect monitoring is

ongoing work.

5.2 Equilibrium notion

Instead of considering uniform equilibria, one could have defined payoffs on the

normal form and then studied Nash equilibria of that game. For instance, fix a

Banach limit L. Given strategies (σ, τ), define the payoff to Player 1 as

u(σ, τ) = L[{E(σ,τ)[γN(k, hN)]}N ].
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The payoff to SRn is

un(σ, τ) = E(σ,τ)[γSRn(k, hn)].

Call the game thus defined ΓSR
L (p).15 Then the main results obtain mutatis mutan-

dis.

Theorem 6 Assume

1. v∗ is a non–revealing payoff at p supported on J ′ ⊂ J ,

2. v∗ = Cav val NR(p,J ′),∆(J ′)G(p),

3.
∑

k q
kv∗k ≥ Cav u(q) for all q ∈ ∆(K),

then v∗ is a payoff in ΓSR
L (p).

5.3 Monitoring structures

Two implicit assumption on the monitoring structures were made. First, signals

are publicly observed. Second, the signal structure is independent of the state

k. Neither assumption is crucial for the results. Modifying the definition of non–

revealing payoffs in a straightforward manner, Theorem 2 obtains under private

and state–dependent signal structures.

15Every Banach limit defines a different game. However, none of the statements depends on
which Banach limit is chosen.
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G1 =

(
2 3
1 3

)
G2 =

(
1 3
2 3

)

Figure 4: A game in which the uninformed long–lived player receives a payoff less
than

∑
k p

kvalGk.

5.4 Informed short–run players

Assume in this section that the short–run players observe the state. The long–

lived player does not observe the state.

The next proposition partially characterizes equilibrium payoffs in this setting.

Proposition 1 Maintain Assumption 1. Assume that there is no j ∈ J such that

j is strictly dominant in Gk and Gk′, k 6= k′. Then there exists an equilibrium in

which the payoff to Player 1 is

∑
k

pkvalGk.

The intuition behind Proposition 1 is as follows. Player 1 can learn the state

from the informed short–run players’ actions. During an initial phase, he plays

strategies such that the short–run player’s best–response depends on the realized

state. The short–run players have no incentive to withhold information about the

state by playing a myopic but uninformative best–response. Hence, Player 1 knows

the state after finitely many stages. The game is then one of complete information.
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G1 =

(
1 0
0 0

)
G2 =

(
0 0
0 1

)
Q =

(
a b
b a

)

Figure 5: An example of a game that shows that the assumption that short–run
players observe the actions of preceeding short–run players is crucial.

The conclusion of Proposition 1 fails if either hypothesis do not hold. Consider

the game depicted in Figure 4. Choosing the first column is a dominant action

in both states. Hence, it is the only action chosen by the short–run players on

the equilibrium path. Player 1 then obtains a payoff of max{1 + p1, 2− p1}. The

value of both stage games is 2. Thus, the long–lived player receives a strictly lower

payoff when he is not informed of the state.

A slight modification of the game depicted in Figure 4 shows that Proposition 1 is

not a complete characterization of equilibrium payoffs. There exist games in which

the hypotheses of Proposition 1 are satisfied, but the game has an equilibrium in

which Player 1 receives a payoff strictly less than
∑

k p
kvalGk.

5.5 Non–observability of actions

Suppose that the short-run players observe the public signals from previous

stages. However, they do not observe the actions by previous short–run players.

The game in Figure 5 illustrates that this assumption is crucial.

The value of the non–revealing game is u(p1) = p1(1−p1). This is also the payoff
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in ΓSR(p), according to Theorem 3, in which short–run players observe actions by

previous short–run players. If they do not, there is a uniform equilibrium with

payoff equal to 1/2 when the prior is p1 = 1/2.

Appendix

Proof of Theorem 1. Assumption 1 is a special case of Assumption 2. Theorem

1 thus follows from Theorem 3.

Proof of Lemma 1. A straightforward rewriting of the definitions.

Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is by construction. Denote by ΓLR(p, J ′) the

restriction of ΓLR(p) in which the uninformed player is restricted to actions in

J ′ ⊂ J . Let τ ∗ be an optimal strategy of the uninformed player in ΓLR(p, J ′).

Define strategies as follows. Player 1 plays according to x∗ after every history.

At stage n, SRn plays as follows. If h2
n consists only of elements j ∈ J ′, q ∈

{qij | j ∈ J ′, i ∈ supp(x∗)}, SRn plays according to τ ∗ with probability (1− 1/n2)

and mixes equiprobably over J ′ with probability 1/n2. If h2
n contains j /∈ J ′

or q /∈ {qij | j ∈ J ′, i ∈ supp(x∗)}, SRn plays according to a strategy for the

uninformed player in ΓLR(p) that defends the uniform value.

The payoff to Player 1 from this strategy profile is v∗. Since

v∗ = Cav val NR(p,J ′),∆(J ′)G(p),
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this is the highest payoff Player 1 can achieve against the strategies of the short–run

players. Moreover, it is easy to see that Condition 2 of Definition 1 is satisfied.

SRn plays a best–response: on path, only actions in J ′ are played. However,

J ′ = supp(y∗), and y∗ is a best–response against x∗ in the stage game. Hence, any

j ∈ J ′ is optimal.

Proof of Theorem 1.

The proof adapts a sequence of results that are well established.16

For the proof, I assume that the signal qij contains the action of the uninformed

players, i.e., ∀i ∈ I, qij = qij′ =⇒ j = j′. Define a equivalence relation on

I × I as follows. i ∼ i′ if qij = qi′j for some j. Under Assumption 2 it is without

loss of generality to assume that qij = ([qi], j), where [qi] is the equivalence class

containing i. Under these assumptions, the following holds. Let (σ′, τ) be a uniform

equilibrium of ΓSR(p) with payoff v. Then there exists a uniform equilibrium (σ, τ)

with payoff v such that σ is measurable with respect {K ×Hn}, i.e. σ depends

only on the public history and the state k.

Fix a uniform equilibrium (σ, τ) such that σ is measurable with respect to the

public history. For any public history hn that has positive probability under P(σ,τ)

let ρn(hn) ∈ ∆(K) be the posterior probability. For histories that occur with zero

probability, define ρn(hn) ∈ ∆(K) arbitrarily. Note that the process ρ = {ρn} is

a martingale. Moreover, ρn+1(hn, [qi], j) = ρn+1(hn, [qi], j
′) for all j, j′ ∈ J almost

16See, for example, Sorin (2002), Propositions 3.2, 3.3, 3.5, Lemmata 3.4, 3.5, 3.13.
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surely.

The local payoff to Player 1 at the history hn is given by

Un(σ, τ)(hn) =
∑
k

ρkn(hn)σn(k, hn)G
kτn(hn).

Let y(ρ) be an optimal strategy of the column player in 〈NR(p),∆(J), G(ρ)〉.

Denote σn(k, hn) =
∑

k ρ
k
n(hn)σn(k

′, hn). Observe that σn(k
′, hn) is indepedent of

k. Let σn(hn) be the strategy that plays σn(k
′, hn) irrespective of the state k.

Fix a history hn on path. Let ||G|| = maxi,j,k G
k
ij. Then

Un(ρn(hn)) =∑
k

ρkn(hn)σn(k, hn)G
kτn(hn)

≤
∑
k

ρkn(hn)σn(k, hn)G
ky(ρn(hn))

=
∑
k

ρkn(hn)(σn(k, hn)− σn(hn) + σn(hn))G
kτ ′(ρn(hn))

≤ u(ρn(hn)) +
∑
k

ρkn(hn)(σn(k, hn)− σn(hn))G
ky(ρn(hn))

≤ u(ρn(hn)) +
∑
k

ρkn(hn)
∑
[qi]

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i∈[qi]

σn(k, hn)(i)− σn(hn)(i)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ||G||.

Here, σn(hn)(i) is the i-th entry of the vector σn(hn), i.e., the probablity that σn(hn)
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assigns to the row i. The first inequality follows because SRn plays a best-response.

The second inequality holds because σn(hn) ∈ NR(p).

The posterior probabilities evolve according to

ρkn+1(hn, [qi]) =

∑
i∈[qi] ρ

k
n(hn)σn(k, hn)(i)∑

k

∑
i∈[qi] ρ

k
n(hn)σn(k, hn)(i)

=

∑
i∈[qi] ρ

k
n(hn)σn(k, hn)(i)∑

i∈[qi] σn(hn)(i)
,

where the last equality follows from the definition of σn(hn).

It is:

∑
k

ρkn(hn)
∑
[qi]

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i∈[qi]

σn(k, hn)(i)− σn(hn)(i)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
=

∑
[qi]

∑
k

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i∈[qi]

ρkn(hn)(σn(k, hn)(i)− σn(hn)(i))

∣∣∣∣∣∣
=

∑
[qi]

∑
i∈[qi]

σn(hn)(i)

∑
k

|ρkn+1(hn, [qi])− ρkn(hn)|

=
∑
[qi]

∑
i∈[qi]

σn(hn)(i)

 ||ρn+1(hn, [qi])− ρn(hn)||1.

Hence, the local payoff to Player 1 at hn is bounded by

Un(ρn(hn)) ≤ u(ρn(hn)) + ||G||
∑
[qi]

∑
i∈[qi]

σn(hn)(i)

 ||ρn+1(hn, [qi])− ρn(hn)||1.
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The payoff to Player 1 can then be upper bounded as follows.

N−1∑
n=0

E(σ,τ)[Un(ρn(hn))]

≤
N−1∑
n=0

E(σ,τ)

u(ρn(hn)) + ||G||
∑
[qi]

∑
i∈[qi]

σn(hn)(i)

 ||ρn+1(hn, [qi])− ρn(hn)||1


≤

N−1∑
n=0

E(σ,τ) [Cav u(ρn(hn))] + ||G||
N−1∑
n=0

E(σ,τ) [||ρn+1 − ρn||1]

≤
N−1∑
n=0

Cav u
(
E(σ,τ)(ρn(hn))

)
+ ||G||

N−1∑
n=0

∑
k

E(σ,τ)
[
|ρkn+1 − ρkn|

]
≤ NCav u(p) + ||G||

∑
k

√
pk(1− pk)

√
N.

The first inequality uses the bound from the previous display. The second inequality

uses that Cav u majorizes u. The third inequality is a consequence of Jensen’s

inequality. The last inequality uses the fact that {ρn} is a martingale and Lemma

2. The claim follows.

Lemma 2 For a martingale q = {qn} with values in [0, 1] and q1 almost surely

constant it holds that

E

[
m∑

n=1

|qn+1 − qn|

]
≤

√
q1(1− q1)

√
m.

Proof. See Sorin (2002, p. 32).
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Proof of Theorem 4. The proof of Theorem 4 follows the logic of the proof of

Theorem 3. It uses Lemma 3. The details are omitted.

Lemma 3 For a martingale q = {qn} with values in [0, 1] and q1 almost surely

constant it holds that

E

[
∞∑
n=1

λ(1− λ)n−1|qn+1 − qn|

]
≤

√
q1(1− q1)

√
λ

2− λ
.

Proof. See Sorin (2002, p. 32).

Proof of Theorem 5. A direct consequence of the proof of Theorem 3.

Proof of Theorem 6. The proof is a minor variation of the proof of Theorem 2,

and therefore omitted.

Proof of Proposition 1. I begin by stating, without proof, the following

Claim Assume that there is no j ∈ J such that j is striclty dominant in Gk and

Gk′ for some k 6= k′. Then, for any k 6= k′, there exists xkk′ ∈ ∆(I) such that there

exist jkkk′ 6= jk
′

kk′ ∈ J such that

jkkk′ ∈ argmin
y∈∆(J)

xkk′G
ky

and

jk
′

kk′ ∈ argmin
y∈∆(J)

xkk′G
k′y.
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Enumerate the pairs (k, k′), k 6= k′ such that number assigned to (k, k′) equals the

one corresponding to (k′, k). Denote by e(k, k′) the number assigned to the pair

(k, k′). Define a strategy for Player 1 as follows. In the first 1/2K(K − 1) stages,

play the strategy xkk′ when the stage is e(k, k′). For all stages n ≥ 1/2K(K − 1):

if there is a k such that jkkk′ was played in stage e(k, k′) for all k′ 6= k, play an

optimal strategy in Gk; otherwise play an optimal strategy in G1.

The strategy by SRn is as follows. For n = e(k, k′), play Jk
kk′ is the state is k,

jk
′

kk′ if the state is k′, and an arbitrary element of argminy∈∆(J) xkk′G
k′′y if the state

is k′′ 6= k, k′. For n ≥ 1/2K(K − 1), SRn plays an optimal strategy in Gk when

the state is k.

By definition of jkkk′ , SRn plays a best–response. It is straightforward to verify

that the strategy by Player 1 is a best–response as well.
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